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The conversation we have to have?

…about white men behaving badly….politically, 

environmentally and socially!



Defining the terms..

New economy - solidarity, sharing, social justice, earth law, the 

Commons, peer to peer.. a response to the ‘neo liberal agenda’ 

which is seen by many to be destroying the planet - radical ideas for 

the mainstream..

Power - where is power located on the planet - eight white males 

own more than the poorest half of the world combined - the impact 

of white western male privilege - is any other group as powerful? 

Are we all as Foucault suggests vehicles for power with the 

potential to collectively use it the way we want? Is it a zero sum 

game?

Value - what is valued in our society - financial and/or social 

success, accumulation of resources, prowess in sport, achieving 

celebrity status by any means?? Is white men’s work valued more 

than others?



Our gendered social system

a gender lens reveals a very gendered society with public 

power, wealth and resources dominated by men

within the group of men white western men have emerged as 

preeminent - recent reports suggest white supremacy and 

terrorism are both linked to personal histories of violence 

against women

the election of Donald Trump - the patriarchy laid bare..

patriarchal maps

how are ideas, beliefs controlled - hegemony - John beat 

Mary



Gender and race

Movements for gender and racial equity have been 

closely linked and it could be said share a common 

enemy or at least a common hegemony…



Women and power? A complex issue…

In her book Caliban and the Witch: 

Women, The Body and Primitive 

Accumulation (Autonomedia, 2004), the 

Italian Marxist feminist Silvia Federici 

considers the killing of witches as 

foundational of a capitalist system that 

domesticates women, imposing on them 

the reproduction of the workforce as forced 

labor without any remuneration. It is in the 

mode of development of this reproductive 

work that Federici locates a central terrain 

of struggle for the women’s movement.



-Urban and Purckhauer (2016)

‘For feminist economics, the economy is the way in which humans 

collectively organize in order to guarantee their survival (cf. Power 

2004, 7). By working and using natural resources, humans 

reproduce their livelihood, through the production of goods as well 

as through individual, social and generative reproduction. 

Reproductive labour comprises market- and non-market-

intermediated, paid and unpaid work. Reproductive labour includes 

for instance raising children, caring for the elderly, purchasing and 

preparing meals, cleaning, whereas generative reproduction denotes 

the bearing of children (cf. Bauhardt 2012, 5, 6).’ 



Cultural hegemony…?

Is it possible that Australians will 

one day recognise the nations 

enclosed within their 

Commonwealth, the Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander nations from 

whose homelands a recreant and 

uncomprehending nation has been 

carved?

- Marcia Langton
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The War of Position - are we ready for the 
subversion of hegemony?

Described by Gramsci as "the only viable possibility in the West," a 'war 

of position' is resistance to domination with culture, rather than physical 

might, as its foundation (Gramsci, 2007:168)….process which "slowly 

builds up the strength of the social foundations of a new state" by 

"creating alternative institutions and alternative intellectual resources 

within existing society".

The complex program of radical social change in a modern liberal 

democracy, as described by Gramsci, involves more than anything, 

developing a strong and dynamic culture capable of establishing the 

necessary institutions for a subversion of hegemony.

Colin Ruggero - The War of Position



How is power manifested and controlled?

Foucault says it is better to forget the State in our struggle against power, and instead, 

concentrate on local struggles.

He also suggests that power is not something done to you….that we are in fact all 

vehicles of power.



What is happening in ‘the new economy’?

Are men and women behaving differently?

How are we addressing class, race and gender as 

locations of control?

Is the ‘movement’ less gendered, more culturally 

inclusive?



How can power be taken from white men before it is too 
late and distributed more evenly throughout society?

As the ruling class men are ruling our ideas -

politics, media, journals, panels, corporations

Culturally men don’t leave space women - does 

this mean women have to try to take it or will men 

who are not benefiting from the patriarchy help to 

establish the ‘war of position’.

What might a ‘war of position’ look like in the new 

economy?



If we really want a ‘new’ economy?

Decolonising solidarity - Clare Land - focussing on ‘new’ aboriginal cultural 

discourse 

Applying the gender lens - Enspiral as an example - putting the focus back on 

men - the ‘new’ feminism from the ‘new’ left

Rewriting the patriarchal maps - Federici - mothers can stop bringing up children 

to be slaves in capitalist markets

Helping dominant white males to make space for women and other cultures - Bell 

Hooks - putting the gaze back on men…but with compassion..

Diverting men from violence against women, children and each other and 

converting them from white supremacy, terrorism and the neo right

Bringing balance to the planet - challenging neo liberal white male supremacy -

join us on Sunday if you want to help plan the ‘war of position’ .


